Background {#Sec1}
==========

EVs are spherical bilayered small membranous vesicles generated by almost all cell types of mammalian organisms, although previous data indicated the presence of EVs also in lower eukaryotic and even prokaryotic lives \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Studies in the late 1970s suggested that glycolipid-based EVs contribute to normal cell signaling, while the exact nature, function and biogenesis of EVs remained poorly understood in that era \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. As first reported in rat reticulocyte differentiation, multivesicular endosomes or multivesicular bodies (MVBs) release EVs into the surrounding microenvironment via fusion with plasma membrane of the parental cell \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. To date, three major subtypes of EVs can be classified according to an evolving consensus nomenclature: exosomes (30--120 nm in diameter), microvesicles (MVs, or ectosomes or microparticles, 0.1--1.0 μm) and apoptotic bodies (ABs, 0.8--5.0 μm) \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\] (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Among them, ABs are less frequently engaged in intercellular communications, as after extracellular release they are usually engulfed by phagocytic cells \[[@CR7]\].Table 1Major subtypes of EVs and their representative featuresEV subtypeSubcellular originRegular diameterSedimentation forceBiogenetic mechanismsExosomesMultivesicular bodies (MVBs)/ endosomes30--120 nm100,000 gRab proteins (i.e. Rab7, Rab11, Rab27A/B, Rab35), NSMase, ESCRTs, syndecan, syntenin, ATG12, tetraspaninsMicrovesicles (MVs)/ectosomes /microparticlesPlasma membrane100--1000 nm10,000 gASMase, flippase, flippase and scramblase (TMEM16F), ARF6Apoptotic bodies (ABs)Apoptotic blebs0.8--5.0 μm2000 gAnnexin V, Caspase 3Characterization of EV subtypes is based on recent scientific advances in EV biology \[[@CR7], [@CR124], [@CR134], [@CR135]\]

EVs carry various types of cargoes including membrane proteins, cytosolic proteins, lipids, diverse genetic materials such as DNA, mRNAs and non-coding RNAs such as microRNAs (miRNAs) \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\]. EV components are biologically functional in recipient cells and highly variable depending on the cells of origin, while EVs containing various elements that can be generated under different conditions \[[@CR12]\]. A causal role for EVs has been suggested in multiple physiological and pathological processes. In translational medicine, circulating EVs have also been of interest as a source for liquid biopsies, as EVs in body fluids carry a number of miRNA and proteins that hold the potential as novel cancer biomarkers \[[@CR12]\]. Given the rapid research progression of EV biology, we hereby provide an updated profile of the state-of-the-art advancements in this blooming field, with a major focus on recent discoveries regarding the key activities of EVs, such as acquired resistance of cancer cells driven by exosomes in the tumor microenvironment (TME) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Illustrative diagram for exosome-mediated transfer of therapeutic resistance in the tumor microenvironment (TME). Drug-resistant (donor) cells may communicate with drug-sensitive (recipient) cells by the intercellular transfer of various types of EVs, such as exosomes (usually expressing tetraspanins such as CD9/63/81, TSG101 and syntenin-1), which are of endocytic origin \[[@CR124]\]. Upon fusion of secretory multivesicular bodies (MVBs) with the plasma membrane, exosomes are released into the extracellular space. The initial steps of this process are usually modulated by the endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) \[[@CR125]\]. The mechanisms involved in the release of exosomes are also regulated by other protein families, such as Rab GTPases and SNARES \[[@CR125], [@CR126]\]. Once EVs reach the recipient cells, they may fuse with their plasma membrane or be internalized by the endocytic pathway. Exosomes may transfer miRNAs, lncRNAs, proteins (such as drug-efflux pumps), and other key players responsible for drug resistance, which allows de novo development or horizontal dissemination of cancer resistance traits to the recipient cell populations. For example, mesenchymal stem cell (MSC)-derived exosomes trigger the activation of calcium-dependent protein kinases and EGFR/Ras/Raf/Mek/Erk kinase cascade in gastric cancer cells, while polarized macrophages promote cisplatin resistance of gastric cancer cells by exosomal transfer of miR-21 which functionally activates PI3K/AKT signaling via down-regulation of PTEN in recipient cells \[[@CR127], [@CR128]\]

Promoting cancer cell expansion {#Sec2}
===============================

Accumulated genetic and epigenetic changes often activate the expression of oncogenes while silencing tumor suppressors during carcinogenesis. For example, malignant progression can be driven by an increasing number of secreted EVs that carry a truncated and oncogenic form of the epidermal growth factor receptor III (EGFRvIII), which enhance horizontal propagation of transformed phenotypes by transferring activated oncogenes between subsets of neoplastic cells \[[@CR13]\]. A recent study analyzed the influence of oncogenic EGFRvIII on the profile of glioma EVs using isogenic cancer cell lines, and found that EGFRvIII reprograms the proteome and uptake of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM)-related EVs, suggesting substantial implications for biological activity of these EVs and properties relevant for their development as cancer biomarkers \[[@CR14]\]. The transfer of the oncogenic phenotype via cancer cell-derived EVs also affects heterotypic cell types in the TME during pathological progression such as fibroblasts, endothelial cells and immune cells. For instance, EVs derived from cancer cells overexpressing a wild-type EGFR can result in angiogenesis by transferring the receptor to nearby endothelial cells and promoting their vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression, the latter can further induce activation of the key signaling receptor (VEGF receptor-2) in an autocrine manner \[[@CR15]\]. In addition, the levels of cell-associated and circulating EV-carried tissue factor (TF, a primary cellular initiator of blood coagulation and a regulator of angiogenesis and metastasis) are correlated with the genetic status of cancer cells, such as an activated KRAS oncogene or a loss-of-function mutation of the p53 tumor suppressor, suggesting a causal link between cancer-associated coagulopathy, angiogenesis and malignant progression \[[@CR16]\]. A new study disclosed that exposure of granulocytic HL-60 cells to EVs from oncogenic HRAS-driven cancer cells is responsible for a selective increase in TF pro-coagulant activity and interleukin 8 (IL-8) production, suggesting that these cells may represent a hitherto unrecognized reservoir of cancer-derived, EV-associated oncogenic genomic DNA in the circulation, and a potential novel platform for liquid biopsy in cancer clinics \[[@CR17]\].

Exosomes from PC-1.0, a highly malignant pancreatic cell line, can be taken up by PC-1, a moderately malignant pancreatic line, and promote the proliferation rate of the latter \[[@CR18]\]. Further studies identified a zinc transporter ZIP4 as the most upregulated exosomal protein in PC-1.0 cells and directly responsible for enhanced growth of recipient cells, with the potential to serve as a novel diagnostic marker for pancreatic cancer patients. In glioblastoma, a distinct EV uptake mechanism was recently uncovered, which involves a triple interaction between the chemokine receptor CCR8 on cancer cells, glycans exposed on EVs and the soluble ligand CCL18 as a bridging molecule connecting EVs to cancer cells \[[@CR19]\]. Through such a mechanism, glioblastoma EVs promote cell proliferation and resistance to the alkylating agent temozolomide (TMZ).

In addition to proteins, EV-delivered miRNA molecules are also frequently involved in cancer cell expansion. For instance, miR-93-5p transferred by exosomes can promote the proliferation of recipient esophageal cancer cells and affect the expression of PTEN and its downstream proteins p21 and cyclin D1, enhancing the clinical risk of esophageal cancer \[[@CR20]\]. A study analyzing exosomes derived from cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) in oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) unveiled that the miR-34a-5p/AXL axis can enhance OSCC progression via the AKT/GSK-3β/β-catenin signaling pathway, which induces the epithelial-mesenchymal-transition (EMT) to promote cancer cell growth and subsequent metastasis \[[@CR21]\]. Thus, the miR-34a-5p/AXL axis confers aggressiveness on oral malignancies through an AKT-associated signaling cascade and represents a therapeutic target for OSCC.

Resisting anticancer treatments {#Sec3}
===============================

Cancer cells have evolved together with components of the surrounding microenvironment with strategies that counteract or circumvent cell apoptosis \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. Increasing evidence has proved that EVs are able to enhance the antiapoptotic capacity of neighboring cells. For example, MVs shed by MDA-MB-231 breast cancer (BCa) cells and U87 glioma cells can confer transformed characteristics of cancer cells including anchorage-independent growth and survival capability on normal fibroblasts and epithelial cells in nutrient-limiting conditions, a process mediated by cross-linking enzyme tissue transglutaminase (tTG) and dimerization of the substrate fibronectin (FN) at the EV surface \[[@CR24]\]. Recent data suggested the involvement of EVs in acquired resistance of melanoma to BRAF inhibition and induced apoptosis by transporting a truncated but functional form of ALK, which activate the MAPK signaling pathway in target cells \[[@CR25]\]. Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cell-derived EVs (MSC-EVs) can protect against ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI)-induced hepatic apoptosis by reducing neutrophil infiltration and mitigating oxidative stress in hepatic tissue in vivo \[[@CR26]\]. EVs from triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells are capable of inducing proliferation and drug resistance of non-tumorigenic breast cells, a process mediated by expression change of genes and miRNAs correlated with development of malignant phenotypes \[[@CR27]\]. In human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) positive and trastuzumab-resistant BCa cells, expression of lncRNA-small nucleolar RNA host gene 14 (SNHG14) was higher than in parental cells, with lncRNA-SNHG14 packed into exosomes and transmitted to sensitive cells to disseminate trastuzumab resistance \[[@CR28]\].

The transcript of DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) is highly enriched in exosomes from ovarian cancer cell-derived conditioned medium, and co-incubation with such exosomes rendered recipient cells resistant to cisplatin treatment, suggesting a critical role of exosomal DNMT1 in drug resistance of ovarian cancer \[[@CR29]\]. Comprehensive analysis of established synovial sarcoma cell lines indicated that miR-761 putatively targets three proteins including thyroid hormone receptor interactor 6 (TRIP6), lamin A/C (LMNA), and NAD-dependent protein deacetylase sirtuin-3 (SIRT3), while knockdown of each protein can confer increased resistance to chemotherapeutic agents, implying miR-761 as a drug resistance biomarker and potential therapeutic target in future sarcoma clinics \[[@CR30]\]. Importantly, a new study disclosed that apoptotic GBM cells can paradoxically enhance the proliferation and therapy resistance of surviving cancer cells by releasing apoptotic extracellular vesicles (apoEVs) that are enriched with various components of spliceosomes, while apoEVs alter RNA splicing in recipient cells and promote their drug resistance as well as migration capacity \[[@CR31]\]. Specifically, RBM11 is a treatment-induced splicing factor upregulated in cancer cells and shed with EVs upon apoptosis induction, while once internalized in recipient cells RBM11 can switch MDM4 and cyclin D1 splicing toward the expression of more oncogenic variants. Further, the motility behavior of cancer cells expressing AXL, a receptor tyrosine kinase, can be elicited by Gas6-bearing ABs after treatment with apoptosis-inducing therapeutics that eliminate a portion of cancer cells, while such ABs substantially enhance the invasive and metastatic capability of surviving cell subsets \[[@CR32]\].

Human umbilical cord MSC-derived EVs (hUCMSC-EV) are able to promote lung cancer cell growth and prevent their apoptosis, while the hUCMSC-EV-transmitted miR-410 mediates reduced PTEN expression \[[@CR33]\]. The study revealed intercellular communications between MSCs and cancer cells via MSC-EV-miRNA and suggested that hUCMSC-EVs may be clinically employed as a new therapeutic option to minimize unwanted side effects. CAFs are an abundant and heterogeneous stromal cell subpopulation in the TME and are actively involved in cancer progression. A new study unclosed that colorectal cancer (CRC)-associated CAFs promote the stemness and chemoresistance of CRC by transferring exosomal H19, an imprinted maternally expressed transcript that can activate the β-catenin pathway as a competing endogenous RNA sponge for miR-141, which can otherwise inhibit the stemness of CRC cells \[[@CR34]\]. The data indicate that CAFs of the CRC stroma contributes to malignant development and chemoresistance by producing H19 positive exosomes.

In contrast to the vast majority of anti-apoptosis data of EVs reported by the main body of literature, however, a recent investigation highlighted that exosomes derived from natural killer (NK) cells exert cytotoxic effects on B16F10 melanoma cells and thus warrant further development as a potential immunotherapeutic strategy for cancer medicine, suggesting the complexity of biological functions of TME-derived EVs \[[@CR35]\].

Remodeling metabolic activity {#Sec4}
=============================

Cancer cells display a remarkable metabolic plasticity to generate the energy and meet the biosynthetic requirements to support their active proliferation and metastatic dissemination in a poorly oxygenated and nutrient-deprived TME \[[@CR36], [@CR37]\]. Many studies have demonstrated the presence of a metabolic symbiosis exists between cancer cells and the surrounding stroma. For instance, CAFs manifest increased anaerobic glycolytic activity in response to stimulation from cancer epithelial cells, causing the release of lactate and pyruvate, energy metabolites resulting from aerobic glycolysis and subsequently used by adjacent cancer cells in the mitochondrial TCA cycle to promote energy production and proliferative capacity, a phenomenon termed the "reverse Warburg effect" \[[@CR38]\].

Proteins implicated in metabolism are among the most frequently identified proteins in EVs, although these vesicles also contain miRNA that are known to target proteins implicated in metabolic activities \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\]. Metabolism of fatty acid (FA) is emerging as a critical process for tumor progression, and FA metabolism can be modulated through intrinsic gene expression changes of cancer cells or intracellular communication within the local microenvironment, whereby EVs play an important role in remodeling FA metabolism \[[@CR41]\]. Fatty acid synthase (FASN), a key enzyme biologically involved in the de novo synthesis of FAs, is one of the most frequently identified proteins in EVs \[[@CR39]\]. Indeed, not only the protein but also the mRNA of FASN has been identified in prostate cancer (PCa) cell-derived EVs \[[@CR42]\], implying a possible role of these EVs in lipogenesis of cancer cells. A recent study focusing on the CAF-derived exosomes (CDEs) disclosed inhibition of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation by CDEs, which contain intact metabolites such as amino acids, TCA-cycle intermediates and metabolites required for lipid synthesis such as acetate, materials that are avidly used by cancer cells for central carbon metabolism and promoting cellular proliferation \[[@CR43]\]. These data indicate that EVs are able to supplement lipogenic substrates to recipient cells in the TME, a trait highly relevant to pathological exacerbation as malignant cells essentially need these building blocks for continuous proliferation.

Besides functional involvement in lipogenesis, EVs are emerging as a novel mechanism to allow FA transport via intracellular delivery and across cell membranes. Albumin is usually required to transport FA molecules through systemic circulation, but other intracellular carriers including fatty acid binding proteins (FABPs) are required in the course of internalization \[[@CR44]\]. However, a number of studies have found that EVs also transport FAs \[[@CR45]\]. Various forms of FAs are transported by EVs, although they are enriched in saturated FAs rather than monounsaturated and polyunsaturated FAs. Specifically, EV-carried FAs can be generated from phospholipids through phospholipase activities within the vesicles themselves, while they also originate directly from parental cells, as the quantity of FAs found within EVs is greater than the amount that could be generated from their own phospholipids \[[@CR46]\].

It is noteworthy that FABPs, the key extracellular and intracellular FA transporters, are abundantly present in EVs released by multiple cell types (EVpedia database, \[[@CR39]\]). Another membrane-associated FA transporter, CD36, was found in macrophage-derived EVs and is implicated in the control of EV uptake \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\]. Once internalized, FAs are converted into fatty acyl-CoAs which are transported by acyl-CoA binding proteins (ACBPs), molecules identified in hepatocellular carcinoma-associated EVs \[[@CR49]--[@CR51]\]. However, the specific functions of these vesicular transporters in cancer cells remains to be established.

EVs are implicated in not only lipid synthesis but also FA mobilization and use as an energy source by fatty acid oxidation (FAO), a process that requires delivery of FAs into the mitochondria and is catalyzed by carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1A (CPT1A), which transfers the acyl group of a fatty acyl-CoA from coenzyme A to carnitine \[[@CR52]\]. Therefore, carnitine is a critical metabolite required for FAO. Interestingly, a recent study reported that EVs from PCa patients are enriched in carnitine, suggesting enhanced FA transport to mitochondria of PCa cells \[[@CR53]\].

FAO can be modulated by peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs), while both the protein and mRNA of PPAR isoforms have been identified in the cancer cell-derived EVs \[[@CR54]--[@CR56]\]. Together, these data suggest that the impact of EVs on FAO is likely multifactorial, and subject to regulation by the transport of the metabolites, substrates and enzymes essential for FAO.

Among various metabolic branches affected by EVs, the sugar-related pathways also merit substantial attention. A study comparing the exosome-associated proteomics of a non-aggressive EVs and aggressive hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines uncovered that aggressive cell-derived EVs are specifically enriched in glycolysis, gluconeogenesis and pentose phosphate pathways \[[@CR57]\]. Thus, transfer of glycolytic enzymes via EVs may impact the metabolic profiling of recipient cells, a potential that is indeed possessed by glycolytic enzymes found within prostate acinar epithelial cell-derived EVs, which have a function for ATP generation when incubated with their substrates as a process required for EV uptake \[[@CR58], [@CR59]\]. As glycolytic enzymes are usually more abundant in the EVs released by aggressive cancer cells as part of the differentially expressed proteins (DEPs), these vesicles are likely to be more readily taken up by recipient cells, resulting in enhanced delivery of these metabolic drivers, a case well illustrated by hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HCC) \[[@CR57]\]. Interestingly, the presence of such glycolytic enzymes in EVs is not necessarily correlated with a functional transfer, as a proteomic study performed on adipocyte EVs suggested that both glucose oxidation and lactic acid release remained largely unchanged in recipient cancer cells upon treatment with these vesicles \[[@CR60]\].

On the other hand, glycolytic enzymes are among the most frequently identified proteins in the proteomics of EVs, which can display important energy-consuming functions by glycolytic conversion of saccharides such as glucose or fructose into ATP \[[@CR61]\]. Tumor interstitial ATP levels exceed 1000 times of those in normal tissues of the same cell origin \[[@CR62]\]. However, whether or not cancer cells exploit the abundant extracellular ATP remained unclear until a recent study revealed the capacity of cancer cells in internalizing ATP to perform multiple formerly unrecognized biological functions \[[@CR62]\]. In some cases, glycolysis-promoted by cancer-derived exosomes could result in excess of extracellular ATP found in the interstitial space of TME. Such a glycolytic ATP production can not only limit the availability of glucose in a local TME niche but also elevate lactate levels since lactate dehydrogenase, an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of the glycolytic end product pyruvate to lactate, is often identified in exosomes \[[@CR61]\]. The high levels of lactates eventually restrain the proliferation and cytokine synthesis of human cytotoxic T cells, while promoting the expansion of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), the latter of critical implications in advanced tumor development \[[@CR63]--[@CR65]\]. Free ATP in the TME space is also responsible for enhanced amounts of extracellular adenosine generated by the sequential activities of ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase-1 (CD39) and 5′-nucleotidase (CD73). Both CD39 and CD73 are expressed by stromal cells in the TME and associated with cancer cell-derived exosomes, whereas adenosine is a potent immunoregulator and associated with cancer cell immune escape in an immunocompromised TME \[[@CR66]\].

Potentiating metastasis and establishing distant colonies {#Sec5}
=========================================================

In the local TME, cancer cell motility is frequently subject to the influence of EVs. Autocrine secretion of EVs coated with FN-integrin/α5 complexes enhances persistent cell migration at the leading edge of human fibrosarcoma by reinforcing otherwise transient polarization states and enhancing cell adhesion assembly \[[@CR67]\]. Interestingly, EVs derived from different tumor types have distinct integrin expression patterns which may determine organ-specific metastasis, and cancer cell-derived exosomes uptaken by organ-specific cells can prepare the pre-metastatic niche. For example, exosomal integrins α6β4 and α6β1 are associated with lung metastasis, while exosomal integrin αvβ5 is linked to liver metastasis, suggesting that exosomal integrins could be employed to predict organ-specific metastasis \[[@CR68]\].

Bone marrow-derived cells (BMDCs) such as macrophages, neutrophils and mast cells contribute to malignant progression by modulating the pre-metastatic niche formation \[[@CR69]\]. For example, EVs generated by highly metastatic melanoma cells can enhance the metastatic behavior of primary tumors by reprogramming bone marrow progenitors through the receptor tyrosine kinase Met, and induce vascular leakiness at pre-metastatic sites and reprogram bone marrow progenitors toward a pro-angiogenic phenotype dependent on c-Kit, the receptor tyrosine kinase Tie2 and Met \[[@CR70]\]. Thus, EV production, intercellular transfer and education of bone marrow cells can potently accelerate tumor growth and metastasis, thus offering promise for new therapeutic directions in cancer treatment.

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDACs)-derived exosomes induce liver pre-metastatic niche establishment in naive mice, resulting in increased liver metastatic burden \[[@CR71]\]. Specifically, uptake of PDAC-derived and migration inhibitory factor (MIF)-positive exosomes by Kupffer cells can increase the secretion of transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) and upregulation of fibronectin production by hepatic stellate cells, while such microenvironmental remodeling stimulates an influx of bone marrow-derived macrophages and provide a favorable niche for pancreatic metastasis in the liver. Upon contact with host stromal cell subpopulations particularly peritoneal mesothelial cells, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells, macrophages that have incorporated tumor-derived EVs (TEV-MΦs) can release membrane blebs containing these EVs, a process dependent on activation of caspase-3 in TEV-MΦs \[[@CR72]\]. Scattered blebs taken by stromal cells promote transfer of cancer-derived RNA and proteins including TGF-β, activated Src, Wnt3, and HIF1α, components contributing to myofibroblastic changes in recipient stromal cells and eventually creating a pro-metastatic niche \[[@CR72]\]. Thus, tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are able to transfer cancer-derived materials to surrounding stromal cells and induce a pro-metastatic microenvironment via generation of CAF-like cells.

Beyond BMDC-associated pre-metastatic niche formation, cancer cell-released EVs also directly contribute to the early steps of metastasis. Metastatic BCa cells, for instance, secrete EVs that carry miR-105, a potent modulator of migration through targeting the tight junction protein ZO-1 in endothelial cells \[[@CR73]\]. Further, enhanced miR-105 expression in non-metastatic cancer cells induces metastasis and vascular permeability in distant organs, whereas inhibition of miR-105 in highly metastatic lesions alleviates such effects. In brain tumor, astrocyte-derived exosomes are responsible for intercellular transfer of PTEN-targeting microRNAs to metastatic cancer cells, while astrocyte-specific depletion of PTEN-targeting microRNAs or blockade of astrocyte exosome secretion rescues PTEN loss and suppresses brain metastasis in vivo \[[@CR74]\]. Of note, two classes of cytotoxic agents widely employed in pre-operative (neoadjuvant) BCa therapy, namely taxanes and anthracyclines, can stimulate the release of tumor-derived EVs with remarkable pro-metastatic capacity \[[@CR75]\]. These EVs are enriched in annexin A6 (ANXA6), a Ca^2+^-dependent factor that enhances NF-κB-dependent endothelial cell activation, CCL2 induction and Ly6C^+^CCR2^+^ monocyte expansion in the pulmonary niche to allow establishment of lung metastasis \[[@CR75]\].

Recent analysis of the RNA components of EVs produced by PC3, a bone-metastatic PCa cell line, revealed that PCa EV-carried RNA molecules are substantially associated with cell surface signaling, cell-cell interaction, and protein translation \[[@CR76]\]. Intercellular delivery of the RNA elements via PC3-derived EVs suggests communication mediated by RNA molecules in PCa EVs as a novel and important route to enhance bone metastasis, while targeting these EVs could offer a potentially feasible therapy for men at high risk of metastatic diseases. A recent study reported that pancreatic cancer-derived MVs are responsible for immune cell invasion regulated by CD36, a major mediator of the engulfment of MVs by myeloid immune cells, while MVs extravasation causes persistent infiltration of macrophages and cancer dissemination by metastasis in the TME \[[@CR77]\]. Although special factors supporting liver metastasis of CRC remain poorly characterized, microRNA-21-5p was recently found to be highly enriched in CRC-derived exosomes and essential for creating a pro-inflammatory phenotype in liver and subsequent metastasis from primary CRC sites \[[@CR78]\].

Among various cell types in the TME, adipocytes are attracting considerable attention due to the pathological link between obesity and cancer progression \[[@CR41]\]. Adipocytes release a large number of bioactive molecules named adipokines including growth factors, hormones, cytokines and chemokines, whose balance is typically disturbed in obesity and associated complications \[[@CR79], [@CR80]\]. A former study reported that adipocytes cultivated with cancer cells display a modified phenotype with decreased lipid content (delipidation) and diminishing adipocyte markers, accompanied by overexpressed proteases and pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and IL-1β, features that allow characterization of cells as cancer-associated adipocytes (CAA) \[[@CR81]\]. Naïve adipocytes secrete exosomes enriched in proteins involved in lipid metabolism such as FAO-catalyzing enzymes, a signature specific to adipocytes that functionally enhances melanoma cell aggressiveness including migration and invasion through metabolic reprogramming in favor of FAO \[[@CR60]\]. In obese animals and humans, both the number of adipocyte-secreted exosomes and their influence on FAO-dependent cell migration are increased, a fact that partially explain poorer prognosis of obese melanoma patients than their non-obese counterparts \[[@CR60]\]. A new study highlighted that endothelial cells can transfer caveolin 1-containing EVs to adipocytes in vivo, which reciprocally release EVs containing proteins and lipids capable of modulating cellular signaling pathways to endothelial cells \[[@CR82]\]. Hence, adipose tissue (AT)-derived EVs participate in the complex signaling network that exist among adipocytes, stromal vascular cells and, potentially, distal organs, which are frequently affected by cancer cells of metastatic potential.

Inducing cancer-associated angiogenesis {#Sec6}
=======================================

In the course of tumors expansion, cells distant from blood vessels tend to become nutrient deficient, hypoxic or even necrotic \[[@CR83]\]. Although angiogenesis is usually induced by soluble pro-angiogenic factors such as VEGF secreted by hypoxic and cancer cells to stimulate adjacent endothelial cells and recruit immune cells from bone marrow, recent studies discovered essential contributions of EVs to these processes. For instance, MVs produced by human cancer cells harboring activated EGFR can be absorbed by cultured endothelial cells which subsequently exhibit EGFR-dependent responses including activation of MAPK and Akt pathways, while the intercellular EGFR transfer is accompanied by the onset of VEGF expression in these endothelial cells and autocrine activation of VEGF receptor-2 \[[@CR15]\]. Further, proteins and/or mRNAs carried by exosomes derived from the plasma of patients developing highly malignant GBM display a molecular signature correlated with the hypoxic status and aggressiveness of cancer cells \[[@CR84]\]. Thus, the proteome and mRNA profiles of exosome closely reflect the oxygenation status of donor glioma cells, while the exosome-mediated transmission constitutes a potentially targetable driver of hypoxia-dependent intercellular signaling during GBM development.

A recent study found that miR-130a is delivered by exosomes from gastric cancer cells into human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) to promote angiogenesis and tumor expansion through targeting c-MYB both in vivo and in vitro \[[@CR85]\]. Hence, miR-130a packaged in exosomes of cancer cells serves as an angiogenesis driver, while targeting the expression or blocking the transmission of such exosomes might be a novel anti-angiogenic strategy for gastric malignancies. In contrast, exosomes from pancreatic cancer cells activate various gene expression in HUVECs, promote phosphorylation of Akt and ERK1/2 signaling molecules and tube formation via dynamin-dependent endocytosis, suggesting that pancreatic cancer cell-released exosomes may act as a novel angiogenesis stimulator \[[@CR86]\]. In head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), exosomes are potent inducers of angiogenesis via phenotypic modification and functional reprogramming of endothelial cells \[[@CR87]\]. Specifically, HNSCC-derived exosomes stimulate proliferation, migration and tube formation of HUVECs in vitro and promote vascular structure formation in vivo*,* playing an active role in tumor angiogenesis and may contribute to HNSCC metastasis. Of note, hepatocellular carcinoma cell HepG2-derived exosomes can be internalized by adipocytes, which consequently exhibit significantly changed transcriptomics, development of an inflammatory phenotype and enhanced capacity to induce angiogenesis and recruit macrophages in xenograft mice \[[@CR88]\]. Intriguingly, the effects of the HepG2-exosomes on the lumen formation of HUVECs can be measured by imaging angiogenic activities, the degree of which is dependent on the number of exosomes related by HepG2 cells \[[@CR89]\]. The soluble form of E-cadherin (sE-cad) is highly expressed in malignant ascites of ovarian cancer patients and can act as a potent inducer of angiogenesis via delivery by exosomes to heterodimerize with vein endothelial (VE)-cadherin on endothelial cells, a process that causes sequential activation of β-catenin and NF-κB signaling \[[@CR90]\].

Modulating immune responses in the TME {#Sec7}
======================================

Cancer progression is intimately linked with chronic inflammation and involves dysregulated activity of immune cell subsets. Clinical and preclinical studies indicate that tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) provide important pro-tumorigenic and survival factors, pro-angiogenic factors and extracellular matrix (ECM)-modifying enzymes \[[@CR91]\]. Cancer cell-derived EVs promote the induction and persistence of inflammation that functionally contributes to disease progression \[[@CR92]\].

Under hypoxic conditions, epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) cell-derived exosomes deliver miRNAs to modify the polarization of M2 macrophages, eventually promoting EOC cell proliferation and migration, suggesting exosomes and associated miRNAs as potential targets for novel treatments of EOC or diagnostic biomarkers in ovarian cancer clinics \[[@CR93], [@CR94]\]. EVs harboring damage-associated molecular pattern (DAMP) molecules and acting as danger signals are released from injured or stressed tissues and contribute to the induction and persistence of inflammation \[[@CR95]\], although the biological role of signaling via EV-associated DAMPs remains to be determined. In addition to EV-associated DAMPs, miRNAs can also interact with the single-stranded RNA-binding Toll-like receptor (TLR) family, a type of pattern recognition receptor \[[@CR96]\]. As TLR signaling frequently activates the NF-kB complex and induces the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, miRNAs, and other components transmitted through EVs, it may significantly enhance inflammation and promote cancer development. Specifically, BCa cell-derived exosomes can stimulate NF-кB activation in macrophages, resulting in secretion of diverse cytokines including IL-6, TNF-α, G-CSF and CCL2, while genetic depletion of Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) or MyD88, a critical signaling adaptor of the NF-кB pathway, completely abrogates the effect of tumor-derived exosomes \[[@CR97]\]. Thus, BCa cells employ a distinct mechanism to induce pro-inflammatory activity of distant macrophages via circulating exosome generated during cancer progression.

Transfer of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)-derived exosomes or transmission of hY4, a non-coding Y RNA enriched in exosomes of CLL patient plasma, to monocytes can generate key CLL-associated phenotypes, including the release of cytokines CCL2, CCL4 and IL-6, and the expression of programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) \[[@CR98]\]. Thus, exosome-mediated transfer of non-coding RNAs to monocytes contributes to cancer-associated inflammation and potential immune escape via PD-L1 upregulation.

In the settings of carcinogenesis, the immune system which initially restrict disease progression, is progressively disabled, as exacerbated by regulatory T cell (T~reg~)-mediated immune suppression and PD-L1-induced immune checkpoint activation in the TME \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\]. However, an emerging alternative mechanism of immunosurveillance deficiency involves the active release of immunosuppressive EVs from cancer cells. For instance, tumor-derived MVs can inhibit signaling and proliferation activated CD8(+) T cells, while inducing the expansion of CD4(+)CD25(+)FOXP3(+) Treg cells and enhancing their suppressor activity \[[@CR101]\]. The data suggest that tumor-derived MVs induce immune suppression by promoting Treg cell expansion and the demise of antitumor CD8(+) effector T cells to allow tumor escape.

A new study disclosed that metastatic melanomas release EVs, mostly in the form of exosomes, which carry PD-L1 on their surface and suppress CD8 T cell function \[[@CR102]\]. The study unmasked a novel mechanism by which cancer cells systemically dampen the immune system, and provided a rationale for application of exosomal PD-L1 as a predictor for anti-PD-1 therapy.

Beyond various T cell types, other immune cell lineages are also subject to the impact of EVs generated by cells in the TME. The proliferation, activation and cytotoxicity of NK cells can be affected by fetal liver MSC-derived exosomes, which deliver a regulatory molecule for TGF-β and result in the downstream TGF-β/Smad2/3 signaling in NK cells \[[@CR103]\]. Hence, MSC-derived exosomes are able to regulate NK cell function through exosome-associated TGF-β, with the potential to compromise immunosurveillance.

Concluding remarks and future directions {#Sec8}
========================================

A timely and comprehensive landscape illustrating conceptual and technical milestones in cancer biology is summarized by Hanahan and Weinberg, allowing to clearly understand the hallmarks of cancer \[[@CR104]\]. EVs represent a diverse category of cellular export products present in multiple types of biofluids and cell culture media. Although our knowledge of EVs continues to augment, it is far from complete. Experimental data accumulated since decades ago evidently suggests that EVs are critical for some, if not all, cancer hallmarks. To date, the field of EV research has attracted mounting interest from scientists and clinicians, and the number of investigations dissecting on the critical role of EVs in cancer biology keeps rising.

In cancer clinics, the great strength of liquid biopsy is the ability to provide pathological information before and during treatment for therapeutic design and evaluation. Over the past decade, circulating EVs are proved to be a reliable source of cancer-related molecules (typically miRNAs) with unique potential as biomarkers for many cancer types, including malignancies developed in liver, lung, pancreas, skin, breast, ovary, prostate and gastrointestinal tract \[[@CR105]\]. EVs carry a large array of bioactive macromolecules that are indeed a sampling of the cytoplasmic or endosomal compartments, and functionally engaged in cell-to-cell paracrine signaling to change recipient cell phenotypes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Due to their relative stability, increased concentration, and unique molecular signatures in cancer patients, EVs are emerging as a subject of intensive exploration for diagnostic and prognostic purposes in cancer medicine \[[@CR106]\]. In addition to miRNAs, other EV cargo molecules, such as oncogenic mRNAs (including transcripts of fusion gene) and their splice variants, double-stranded DNA fragments (including cancer-driving gene mutants), various forms of lipids and lncRNAs, are gaining much attention as candidates for potential biomarkers of future clinical utility \[[@CR105]\].Fig. 2Multiple roles of EV-delivered cargoes such as microRNAs (miRNAs) in altering the phenotypes of recipient cancer cells and shaping a pathologically active tumor microenvironment (TME). Cancer cells and stromal cells utilize EVs such as exosomes to influence surrounding cells within the microenvironmental niche by transferring bioactive molecules including miRNAs. Sorting miRNAs to EVs is regulated by cell activation-dependent changes in miRNA levels within donor cells. Specifically, miRNA-365, miRNA-106a/b, miRNA-222-3p and miRNA-221/222 are not only overexpressed in donor cells but also enriched in their exosomes, and upon exosome-mediated transmission these miRNAs can significantly enhance resistance of recipient cancer cells against anticancer agents \[[@CR129]--[@CR133]\]. In addition, other malignant properties including but not limited to proliferation capacity, angiogenesis capability, metastatic potential and immunosurveillance evasion are also subject to the impact of EVs released by stromal or cancer cells in the TME

There are currently going advancements in EV subtype characterization, biofluid EV capturing and proteomic assessment technologies, as well as possible EV-based multiomics for cancer patient diagnostics \[[@CR107], [@CR108]\]. However, a universally accepted consensus regarding the standard nomenclature, technical isolation, purification strategy and biological composition of EV subtypes has yet to be established \[[@CR109]\]. Even the current 'state-of-the-art' preparation methods are less than optimal \[[@CR110]\].

Intriguingly, some studies found that EVs can also inhibit tumor progression, either by direct influence of the EV-carried protein and nucleic acid components or via antigen presentation to immune cells, the latter mediated by certain antigens expressed by the donor cells but simultaneously manifested by these cancer cell-derived EVs \[[@CR111]\]. For example, dendritic cells (DCs) primed with rat glioblastoma cell-derived exosomes can induce a strong anticancer response and markedly increase median survival in glioblastoma-bearing rats when used in combination with α-galactosylceramide \[[@CR112]\].

As natural carriers for diverse bioactive cargoes, EVs indeed have attracted increasing attention as potential vehicles for the delivery of many forms of therapeutic substances including mRNAs, miRNAs, lncRNAs, proteins, peptides and synthetic drugs \[[@CR105]\]. Using either passive or active approaches, such therapeutically effective components can be loaded into EVs. The most common in vitro methods involve either passive loading through physically admixing pharmaceutical agents, as exemplified by acridine orange, curcumin, doxorubicin, or paclitaxel with isolated EVs, or active priming by techniques such as electroporation employed to deliver materials like oncogenic KRAS^G12D^-specific small interfering RNAs to cancer cells \[[@CR113]--[@CR116]\]. Alternatively, genetic engineering of EV-producing cells to overexpress proteins such as TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), miRNAs such as miR-122 from an expression plasmid, or mRNA/protein molecules aimed to promote their enrichment in EVs, has been illustrated by some pilot studies \[[@CR117]--[@CR119]\]. Notably, EVs possess multiple advantages as drug delivery tools due to their excellent biocompatibility, low immunogenicity and innate capacity to interact with target cells, although restraints and challenges remain and warrant continued study to expand EV-related therapeutics to cancer clinics. For instance, identification of optimal EV donor cell type, preservation of EV structural integrity during agent loading and large-scale production, long term storage and maintenance of EV efficacy, all issues yet to be solved by emerging pipelines in scientific and industrial efforts \[[@CR105]\].

Given the increasing lines of EV-associated studies, the field of EV biology requires more transparent reporting and documenting activities to support interpretation and replication of experiments. EV-TRACK, a crowdsourcing knowledgebase (<http://evtrack.org>) is recently established to allow centralization of EV biology and associated methodology to inspire authors, reviewers, editors and funders to put experimental guidelines into practice and increase research reproducibility \[[@CR120], [@CR121]\]. Vesiclepedia (<http://www.microvesicles.org>) is established as a web-based compendium of proteins, RNA, lipids and metabolites identified in EVs from both published and unpublished studies, with the data currently from 1254 EV investigations, 349,988 protein entries, 38,146 RNA entries and 639 lipid/metabolite entries \[[@CR122]\]. There are also alternative or supplementary initiatives to characterize EVs, such as EVpedia and ExoCarta, two representative webdomains that facilitate researchers to handily upload proteomic lists of identified proteins of the EVs they are investigating \[[@CR39], [@CR123]\]. It is believed that widespread implementation by the EV scientific community is key to its success in the long run.

Despite the mounting advances, some EV-oriented questions remain unanswered and are subject to extensive studies in future. Cancer-associated EVs exert their systemic effects partly through transfer of various types of cargoes, resulting in the reprogramming of stromal cells, immune cells, and BMDCs in the surrounding TME. Are these activities mediated by a genetic or epigenetic mechanism? Are the consequences permanent or transient? Are the phenotypic alterations reversible or irreversible? It is possible to examine the role of EVs in vivo of genetic models in which EV dynamics can be monitored real time? How is the rate of EV secretion modulated by parental cells? Are EVs functionally complementary or redundant to soluble factors from the same cells? By solving these remaining, fascinating but essential issues with incremental inputs, we can imagine that EV biology will significantly help unravel the highly intricate nature of cancer and contribute to the development of improved diagnostics and therapies in prospective clinical oncology.
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